and all by the play of his wit—waving a fly away now and then as though
he were waving a flag.
Alec is not like 'the man who came to dinner' when he comes to break-
fast. I can tell you that. I look at his fine square face, firm shapely chin—
a distinguished mature man of a becoming age, whatever it is or ever will
be ... something very fine in Alec's face due to innate kindness of heart.
His is a really warm heart-beat generosity possessed by few men I've met.
I watch him now seeing that steaming coffee-bowl carrying cargo to his
liver between sallies. We are enjoying the real conversation of a friend
among friends, Alec making brilliant marvellous things out of common-
places as other less gifted people make marvellous things mmmnTi.pIg.ee.
And we sit there oblivious of Time until it is time for lunch.
I have misgivings about such 'goings on' with coffee. No physical weak-
ling myself, perhaps because I had my first cup when I was fifty-five, I
can't drink one without some slight dizziness, liver spots or something or
other an hour or so afterward. So I remonstrate with Alec a little. No effect.
Lieber Meister used to come down to breakfast, pound the table for
coffee, his hand shaking, and be morose until he got it. Then with it, soon
pleasant, expansive as a blooming rose. Different, certainly, but good too,
when in his coffee.
I've never seen a match for Alec. He makes me feel as though I had
just come down from way-back yonder on a load of poles when I listen to
him .. . damn him! You know.
'The Man Who Came to Dinner' can't compare with The Man Who
Came to Breakfast. He too is wit, a colourful cynic, a man of the world but
a bitter smart Alec. The man who came to breakfast is a true friend, an
aesthetic enthusiast, lover of fine things, one who well knows why he loves
them—a man of rare discrimination as well as master of a wit seldom at
its end. The kindest, most generous man I know is Alec. And I know many
kind and gentle men. Put that beside 'The Man Who Came to Dinner'
which you've probably seen. Try to figure it out.
If you get Alec straight he will be both and probably as many more in
between as there are occasions. No Chameleon either. He just takes cir-
cumstances as a diamond takes light—that's all. And flashes.
I like the distinguished kindly man who came to breakfast* So do we
one and all. I speak for the Fellowship too.
Olgivanna put into his hands as he departed a simple little matt-glass
Madonna because he admired it so much: a chefd'ceiwre a little taller than
an overcoat pocket is deep. And because I don't know why Alec should
have a Madonna or what he might do with one I tried to be a little jealous
and failed. Somehow you can't do that to Alec.
THE USONIAN HOUSE I
The house of moderate cost is not only America's major architectural
problem but the problem most difficult for her major achitects. As for me,
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